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A tive ma hine learning algorithms are used when large numbers of unlabelled examples are available and getting labels for them is
ostly (e.g. requires a human expert). A tive learning methods sele t examples to build a training set for a predi tive model and aim at the most
informative examples. The number of examples to be labelled at ea h iteration of the a tive strategy is, most often, randomly hosen or xed to
one. However in pra ti al situations, this number is a parameter whi h
inuen es the performan e of the a tive strategy. This paper studies the
inuen e of this parameter on two a tive learning strategies.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Ma hine learning

onsists of methods and algorithms whi h learn behavior to a

predi tive model, using training examples. Passive learning strategies use examples whi h are randomly
model to

hosen. A tive learning strategies allow the predi tive

onstru ts its training set in intera tion with a human expert. The

learning starts with few labelled examples. Then, the model sele ts the examples with no label whi h it

onsiders the most informative and asks their desired

asso iated outputs to the human expert. The model learns faster using a tive
learning strategies, rea hing the best performan es using less data. A tive learning is more spe i ally attra tive for appli ations for whi h data is expensive to
obtain or to label.
A tive learning strategies are also useful on new problem, for instan e

las-

si ation problem where informative examples or informative data are unknown.
The question is how to obtain the information required to solve this new problem? An operational planning of an a tive algorithm applied on a new
ation problem

ould be dened as the addition on individual

step, whi h allow to

lassi-

ost, individual

at h information to solve this new problem:

 (I ) an initialisation : whi

h, how and how many labels have to be buy at the

beginning (before the rst learning)).

 (P P ) a pre-partition [1℄;
 at ea h step of the a tive strategy:

• (P S ) a pre-sele tion [2℄;
• (D) a diversi ation [3℄;
• (B ) the pur hase of N example(s)
• (E ) the iteration evaluation [4℄;
 (M ) the model used.

( ustomarily

N = 1)

Planning the pur hase of new examples (per pa kages) is a

ompromise (C )

between these dierent steps whi h in lude the dilemma between exploration [5℄
and exploitation [6℄, su h that:

C = EW (α1 I + α2 P P + α3 P S + α4 D + α5 B + α5 E + α6 M )
where

EW

is the evaluation of the overall pro edure. The quality of an a tive

strategy is usually represented by a

urve assessing the performan e of the model

versus the number of training examples labelled .
For the
takes into a

on eption of an automati shunting system (for phone servers) whi h
ount emotions in spee h [7℄ (our new problem) this approa h

be used. In this

ase, data is

an

omposed by turn of spee h whi h are ex hanged

between users and the ma hine. Ea h pie e of data has to be listened by a human
expert to be labelled as

ontaining (or not) negative emotions. The purpose

of a tive strategies whi h are

onsidered in this arti le is to sele t the most

informative unlabelled examples. These approa hes minimize the labelling
indu ted by the training of a predi tive model. For the
shunting system (for phone servers), whi h takes into a
our

orpus

ost

on eption of automati
ount emotions in spee h,

ontains more than 100000 turns of spee h. Therefore the operational

planning is very important.
Two main a tive learning strategies are used in the literature (see se tion
2). We suspe t that su h a tive learners are good for exploitation (labelling
examples near the boundary to rene it), but they do not

ondu t exploration

(sear hing for large areas in the instan e spa e that they would in orre tly

las-

sify); even worse than the random sampling when labels are bought by pa ket.
One way to examine the "exploration" behavior of these two main strategies is
to buy more than one label at every iteration (the weight of

α5

above), this is

the purpose of this paper.

2 A tive Learning
2.1 Notations
M∈M

is the predi tive model whi h is trained using an algorithm

represents all the possible input examples of the model and

Y is the
to x ∈ X.

example.
related

L. X ⊆ Rn

x ∈ X is a parti ular
y ∈ Y a lass label

set of the possible outputs of the model;

During its training, the model observes only one part

Φ⊆X

of the universe.

The set of examples is limited and the asso iated labels are not ne essarily
known. The set of examples for whi h the labels are known (at a step of the

Lx and the set of examples for whi h the labels are
Φ = Ux ∪ Lx and Ux ∩ Lx ≡ ∅.
The on ept whi h is learned an be seen as a fun tion, f : X → Y, with f (x1 )
is the desired answer of the model for the example x1 and fb : X → Y the answer
obtained of the model; an estimation of the on ept. The elements of Lx and the
asso iated labels onstitute a training set T . The training examples are pairs of
input ve tors and desired labels su h as (x, f (x)) : ∀x ∈ Lx , ∃(x, f (x)) ∈ T .
training algorithm) is
unknown is

alled

Ux

alled

with

2.2 A tive Learning Methods
Introdu tion

The point of view of sele tive sampling is adopted [8℄ in this

arti le. The model observes only one restri ted part of the universe

Φ ⊆ X

whi h is materialized by training examples without label. The image of a bag
ontaining instan es for whi h the model

an ask asso iated labels is usually

used to des ribe this approa h.

Considering:
•
•
•
•
•

M a predi tive model provided with a training algorithm L
Ux and Lx the sets of examples respe tively not labelled and labelled
n the desired number of training examples
T the training set with kT k < n
U : X × M → ℜ the fun tion whi h estimates the utility of an example for
the training of the model

Repeat

(A) Train the model M using L and T (and possibly Ux ).
(B) Find the example su h that q = argmaxu∈Ux U(u, M)
(C) Withdraw q from Ux and ask the label f (q) from the expert.
(D) Add q to Lx and add (q, f (q)) to T
until kT k < n

Algorithm 1: Sele tive sampling, Muslea 2002

The problem of sele tive sampling was posed formally by Muslea [9℄ (see

Utility(u, M), whi h estimates the utility
u for the training of the model M. Using this fun tion, the model

Algorithm 1). It uses a utility fun tion,
of an example

sele ts examples for whi h it hopes the greatest improvement of its performan es,
and shows these examples to the expert.
The Algorithm 1 is generi

insofar as only the fun tion

Utility(u, M)

must

be modied to express a parti ular a tive learning strategy. How to measure the
interest of an example will be dis ussed now.

Un ertainty sampling
the

is an a tive learning strategy [10℄ whi h is based on

onden e that the model has in its predi tions. The model must be able

to produ e an output and to estimate the relevan e of its answers. The model
estimates the probability of observing ea h
estimate is done sele ting the
among all possible

lass, given an instan e

lass whi h maximizes

P̂ (yj |x)

x ∈ X. This
y j ∈ Y)

(with

lasses. The weaker the probability to observe the predi ted

lass, the more predi tion is

onsidered un ertain. This strategy of a tive learning

sele ts unlabelled examples whi h maximize the un ertainty of the model. The
un ertainty

an be expressed as follow :

Uncertain(x) =

Sampling by risk redu tion
generalization error,

1

The purpose of this approa h is to redu e the

E(M), of the model [11℄. It

hooses examples to be labelled

so as to minimize this error. In pra ti e this error

X

the distribution of instan es in

annot be

P (x)

al ulated be ause

is unknown. Ni holas Roy [11℄ shows how to

bring this strategy into play sin e all the elements of
a uniform prior for

x∈X

argmaxyj ∈Y P̂ (yj |x)

X

are not known. He uses

whi h gives :

|L|

1 X
t
b
E(M
)=
Loss(Mt , xi )
|L| i=1
In this arti le, one estimates the generalization error (E(M)) using the empiri al risk [12℄ given by:

Ê(M) = R(M) =

|L|
X
X

1{f (x )6=y } P (yj |xi )P (xi )
i

j

i=1 yj ∈Y
where
to a

f

is the model whi h estimates the probability that an example belong

P (yi |xi )

lass,

xi ∈ L,

1 the

Therefore

the real probability to observe the

indi ating fun tion equal to

R(M)

1

if

lass

f (xi ) 6= yi

yi

for the example

and equal to

de ision on the training set (L).Using a uniform prior to estimate
an write :

0

else.

is the sum of the probabilities that the model makes a bad

|L|
1 XX
R̂(M) =
|L| i=1

1{f (x )6=y
i

j}

P (xi ),

one

P̂ (yj |xi )

yj ∈Y

In order to sele t examples, the model is re-trained several times
one more  tive example. Ea h instan e
asso iated to
single example

x∈U

and ea h label

onstitute this supplementary example. The expe ted

x∈U

whi h is added to the training set is then:

R̂(M+x ) =

X
yj ∈Y

P̂ (yj |x)R̂(M+(x,yj ) )

with x ∈ U

onsidering

yj ∈ Y

an be

ost for any

Note

- The two strategies des ribed above are not the only ones whi h exist.

The reader

an see a third main strategy whi h is based on Query by Committee

[13℄ and a fourth one where authors fo us on a model approa h to a tive learning
in a version-spa e of

on epts [14, 15℄.

3 Number of labelled examples at every iteration
In pra ti e, the number of labelled examples at every iteration (noted

n) is

hosen

in an arbitrary way. Nevertheless, this parameter inuen es the implementation
of an a tive learning strategy. To understand the stakes of this problem, let
us

onsider both extreme situations. On the one hand the

omputation time

ne essary for the examples sele tion "explodes", labelling a single example at
ea h iteration. In this

ase, the appli ation of a tive learning strategies to large

data bases be omes problemati . The waiting time to present an example to the
human expert is too long and be omes unreasonable. On the other hand the
ontribution of an a tive learning strategy de reases, labelling a large number
of examples at every iteration. The regulation of the parameter
in an intuitive way as the resear h for a

n

ompromise between the

an be seen
omputation

time and the e ien y of an a tive learning strategy.
Sin e the purpose here is to measure the inuen e of the value on
experiments were

arried out on several

n.

The

lassi ation problems, using the same

model and the two strategies dened in previous se tion.

3.1 Evaluation riteria
The
ROC

riterion whi h is used to estimate model performan es is the area under
urve [16℄ (AUC). ROC

urves are usually built

Consequently, one handles as many ROC
urves in a

m

lasses problem, one

target), others
is

lasses

lass.

lasses. To build ROC

Y1 S
= yi (whi h is the
m
Y2 = j=1 , j6=i yj . AUC

onsiders a meta- lass

onstitute the se ond meta- lass

al ulated for ea h ROC

onsidering a single

urves there are

urve, and the global performan e of the model is

estimated by the mathemati al expe ted value of AUC, over all

AU Cglobal =

|Y|
X

lasses :

P (yi ).AU C(yi )

(1)

i=1
AUC

an be seen as a proportion of the spa e in whi h ROC

urves are
1
if the model is perfe t and is equal to 2 for
random models. AUC has interesting statisti al properties. It orresponds to
dened. This area is equal to

1

the probability that the model attributes a more important s ore, to an instan e
belonging to the good

lass, than an instan e of another

lass [16℄.

3.2 Proto ol
Beforehand, data is normalized using mean and varian e. At the beginning of
experiments, the training set

ontains only two labelled examples whi h are

randomly

hosen among available data. At ea h iteration,

n examples are drawn

in the data set to be labelled and added to the training set. The rst series of
experimentation adds 1 example at ea h iteration using an a tive strategy. Then
four other series of experimentation are repeated by in reasing, every time, the
number of added examples; the quantity of information bring to the model (n=1,
4, 8, 16).
The

lassier is a Parzen window whi h uses a Gaussian kernel (σ , the param-

eter of the kernel is adjusted using a

ross validation as in [17℄). Ea h experiment

has been done ten times in order to obtain an average and a varian e, for every
point of the result

urves.

3.3 Used model
The large range of models whi h are able to solve

lassi ation problems and

sometimes the great number of parameters useful to use them, may represent
di ulties to measure the

ontribution of a learning strategy.

A Parzen window, with a Gaussian kernel [17℄, is used in experiments below
sin e this predi tive model uses a single parameter and is able to work with few
examples. The output of this model is an estimate of the probability to observe
the label

yj

P̂ (yj |u) =

onditionally to the instan e

PN

n=1

1{f (l

PN

n)=yj }

n=1

u:

K(u, ln )

K(u, ln )

where

K(u, ln ) = e

with ln , ∈ Lx and u ∈ Ux ∪ Lx

(2)

||u−ln ||2
2σ2

First, a Parzen window has been realized using all training example to estimate if this model is able to solve the problem. For the three databases the
answer has been positive (a good value on the AUC has been obtained). Consequently, Parzen windows are

onsidered satisfying and valid for the following

a tive learning pro edures with regards the inuen e of

n.

The optimal value of the kernel parameter was found using a
on the average quadrati

ross-validation

error, using all available training data [17℄. Thereafter,

this value is used to x the Parzen window parameter. Sin e the single parameter
of the Parzen window is xed, the training stage is redu ed to

ount instan es

(within the support of the Gaussian kernel). The strategies of examples sele tion
are thus

omparable, without being inuen ed by the training of the model.

4 Experimentations
4.1 Database
Three publi

data sets whi h

ome from the "UCI repository" (http://www.

i s.u i.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html) are

used :

 Glass Identi ation Database: Classi
terms of their oxide

ation of 6 types of glass dened in

ontent (i.e. Na, Fe, K, et ). All attributes are numeri -

valued. This data set in ludes 214 instan es (Train: 146, Test: 68)
terized by 9 attributes whi h are

ontinuously valued. The 6

type of glass. The parzen window

hara -

lasses are the

lassies an example to one of these 6

lasses.

 Iris Plant Database: The data set
where ea h

ontains 3

lasses of 50 instan es ea h,

lass refers to a type of iris plant. This data set in ludes 150

owers (Train: 90, Test: 60) des ribed by 4 attributes whi h are
valued. The parzen window

ontinuously

lassies an example to one of these 3

 Image segmentation Database: The instan

lasses.

es were drawn randomly from

a database of 7 outdoor images. The images were hand segmented to
a

lassi ation for every pixel. This database in ludes 2310 images

terized by 9 pixels (Train: 310, Test: 2000).The parzen window
example to one of these 7
For the three data sets, whi h

reate
hara -

lassies an

lasses
ontain more than two

lasses, the performan es

are evaluated using equation 1.

4.2 Results
Figures 1, 2, 3 show obtained results on the three data sets. On every gure: (i)
from up to down and left to right: 1, 4, 8 or 16 examples added at ea h iteration of
the a tive algorithm; (ii) on ea h sub-gure horizontal and verti al axis represent
respe tively the number of examples labelled used and the AUC (see se tion
3.1). On ea h

urve test results using sampling based on un ertainty, sampling

based on risk redu tion and random sampling are plotted versus the number of
examples labelled in the training set. The nat hes represent the varian e of the
results (±2σ ). Results on AUC show that, on these three data sets it is di ult
to point to a strategy. If we



onsider that adding:

one example at every iteration: the un ertain strategy wins on Glass but the
risk strategy wins on the others data sets.



four examples at every iteration: the un ertain strategy wins on Glass but
the risk strategy and the random strategy share the su

ess on the others

data sets.



eight or sixteen examples at every iteration: the random strategy wins on
the three data sets.
By in reasing the number of examples labelled at ea h iteration, the a tive

strategies are less and less

ompetitive

ompared to the random strategy. We

noti e ea h time that: (i) the results do not look so dierent for dierent bat h
sizes (but a tive strategies allow to obtain the optimal AUC with a smaller
number of examples) (ii) the random strategy be omes more powerful than the
two a tive strategies when

n

be omes large, parti ularly for n

≥

8.
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Results on the data set Segment

5 Con lusion and future works
The obtained results show that the number of labelled examples at ea h iteration
of a pro edure of a tive learning inuen es the quality of the involved model.
The experiments whi h were

arried out

onrm the intuition that the

ontribu-

tion of an a tive strategy (relatively to the random strategy) de reases when one
in reases the number of labelled examples. Methods whi h allow to buy at ea h
iteration the same number (n>1) number of labels exist [18, 3℄ to try to in orporate a part of exploration. But to our knowledge none optimizes the value of
into ea h iteration (whi h

N

hoose a variable number of examples and/or whi h

sele t "pa kages" of examples in an optimal way) . We are
on this subje t: for example the

urrently interested

on ept of "traje tory" of a model in the spa e

of the de isions it has to take during its training.
The elaboration of a
tribution of a strategy

riterion (EW ) the evaluation (whi h measures the

should be interesting: the performan e
ways a

on-

ompared to the random strategy on the whole data set)
riterion used

ording to the problem. This type of

an take several dierent

urve allows only

tween strategies in a pun tual way, i.e. for a point on the
of training examples). If two

omparisons be-

urve (a given number

urves pass ea h other, it is very di ult to deter-

mine if a strategy is better than another (on the total set of training examples).
This point will be dis ussed in a future paper.
Finally we note that the maximal number of examples to labelled, or an
estimation of the progress of the model, have to be used to stop the algorithm.

This is very linked to the use of a test set or the model employed. The elaboration
of a good

riterion should be independent of the model and of a test set and it

is another way of future works.
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